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ABSTRACT
Having yield stress fluids (YSFs) stuck in ducts
is a common occurrence in industrial and nat-
ural settings that range from flow assurance
in pipelines, through mucus-blocked aioli in
pneumonia to the cleaning of dairy products in
food processing. Here, we give an overview
of recent experimental studies in which pipes
filled with YSFs (Carbopol) are cleaned by dis-
placing with a Newtonian fluid (water).

INTRODUCTION
Examples of processes in which it is necessary
to remove a gelled material from a duct in-
clude oil & gas well cementing,6 waxy crude
oil pipeline restarts,4 Enhanced Oil Recov-
ery (EOR),1 Gas Assisted Injection Molding
(GAIM),3 biomedical applications,2 cleaning
of equipment and stubborn soil,7 food pro-
cessing5 and personal care.8 A wide range of
models are developed to describe residual de-
posits in these situations, ranging from visco-
plastic yield stress descriptions through to elas-
tic gels. Industrially, cleaning effectiveness is
often measured in terms of a cleaning time,5, 12

which is observed to vary with the flow param-
eters. Others seek to understand cleaning indi-
rectly via characterizing the observed flow be-
haviours,8 and this is our approach in this pa-
per.

We present a synopsis of our work over the
past 5 years9, 11, 13–15 in which we remove a
yield stress fluid from a long pipe by displacing
with a viscous fluid, largely pumped at laminar
flow rates. As our work is motivated by oilfield
cementing operations,6 we consider different
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Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental setup
used, for a density-unstable configuration

combinations of density to give both density-
unstable and density-stable flows. The flows
also take place over a wide range of pipe incli-
nations. In order to make our study tractable,
in terms of the wide range of dimensionless
groups that could be studied, we have focused
our work on difficult displacements.

With the general setup of Fig. 1, difficult
displacements satisfy the following constraints.

• The viscous stresses �̂v are small relative to
the yield stress �̂Y , i.e. µ̂V̂0/D̂ = �̂v � �̂Y ,
or alternately:

BN � 1, BN =
�̂Y D̂
µ̂V̂0

. (1)

Here BN is a Bingham number, but with the
viscous stress scale coming from the New-
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tonian fluid: µ̂ is the Newtonian fluid vis-
cosity, V̂0 is the mean displacement veloc-
ity and D̂ is the pipe diameter.

• We allow the inertial stresses �̂t to be com-
parable to the yield stress, i.e.

�̂V̂ 2
0 = �̂t � �̂Y , (2)

where �̂ = (�̂H + �̂L)/2 is the mean density
of heavy and light fluids. We consider a
range of Re = �̂V̂0D̂/µ̂ > 1, but (2) also
restricts �̂t and is equivalent to Re/BN � 1.

• We consider displacements flows in which
buoyancy stresses �̂b may be significant in
affecting yielding:

|D�̂ |ĝD̂ = �̂b � �̂Y , (3)

where D�̂ is the difference in density be-
tween the fluids and ĝ is the gravitational
acceleration.

The 3 conditions (1)-(3) define the parame-
ter space of our experiments, reducing the rel-
evant parameter space significantly from the
8 dimensionless parameters. Apart from the
groups introduced above, the density difference
is characterized by the dimensionless Atwood
number (At = (�̂H � �̂L)/(�̂H + �̂L) ), the ra-
tio of inertial and buoyancy forces is character-
ized by the densimetric Froude number (Fr =
V̂0/(At ĝD̂)1/2), and pipe inclination from ver-
tical is � .

Although focusing on a subset of displace-
ments is restrictive, it also allows an exten-
sive study, and many 100’s of experiments have
been performed.9, 11, 13–15 All of these experi-
ments have used the same flow loop and very
similar combination of fluids. the yield stress
fluid is a Carbopol solution and the displacing
fluid is water; either salt or glycerol used to ad-
just the density difference. The displaced fluid
is characterised rheologically as a Herschel-
Bulkley fluid and the displacing fluid is Newto-
nian. Approximately 20 different fluid pairings
have been tested, with different imposed flow
rates and different pipe inclinations.9, 11, 13–15

A summary of the important dimensionless pa-
rameter ranges covered experimentally in these
studies is provided in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. Overview of visco-plastic
displacement studies

ISODENSE DISPLACEMENTS
Iso-dense displacements were studied exten-
sively by Moises et al.15 with recent exten-
sions.13 The main observations, over a range
of 9 different fluid pairings, was that the flow
type undergoes a significant transition as the
displacement flow rate is increased. At low dis-
placement rates the Newtonian fluid channels
through the yield stress fluid, leaving behind an
uneven rugous residual layer at the walls. On
increasing the flow rate the rugosity decreases,
but the layers remain static in the pipe with a
more wavy variation. At higher flow rates the
waviness vanishes and a smooth wall layer per-
sists. Finally, at sufficiently large flow rates
weakly turbulent mixing ensues, generally re-
moving the wall layer (over the ranges studied).
These 4 regimes have been termed corrugated,
wavy, smooth and mixed regimes.

An example of the transition from corru-
gated to smooth regimes is illustrated in Fig. 3a
and typical variations in the depth averaged
fluid concentrations are shown in Fig. 3b. The
variations in the concentration and correspond-
ing variations in the front velocity have been
used to give a combined measure of the uncer-
tainty (�Q/Q̄) in the experimental quality Q̄.
The uncertainty is defined15 in such a way as
to represent the deviation of the flow from a
steadily propagating front of fixed shape.

Threshold values of the uncertainty are then
used to quantitatively categorize the different
flows types, as indicated in Fig. 4. It is also
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Figure 3. Transition from corrugated to smooth regimes.15 a) Snapshots of the concentration field
for a 385mm long section of the pipe, 2286mm downstream of the gate valve after the passage of
the front: (a.1) V̂0 = 47.4mm/s; (a.2) V̂0 = 20.7mm/s; (a.3) V̂0 = 14.3mm/s; (a.4) V̂0 = 4.4mm/s.

b) Depth-averaged concentration C̄y values with streamwise distance, x̂, for the same experiments:
a.1 (solid line), a.2 (dotted line), a.3 (dashed line) and a.4 (dotted-dashed line).

found that the regimes may be delineated by
threshold values of a Reynolds number ReY ,
that is based on on the effective viscosity of the
displaced fluid:

ReY =
8�̂V̂ 2

0
�̂Y + �̂ ˆ̇�n

c
: ˆ̇�c =

8V̂0(3n+1)

4nD̂
.

Here �̂ and n are the consistency and power law
index of the displaced fluid.

Figure 4. Classification of the flows of Moises
et al.15 using uncertainty �Q/Q̄ or ReY . Red,

green and blue symbols denote corrugated
wavy and smooth symbols respectively.

Figure 5. Overview of visco-plastic
displacement studies: Flow dynamics

classification of displacing fluid in the plane of
hydraulic Reynolds number, Reh, and

interfacial roughness, �eq.
ReL = �6340.3�eq +2304.4 (thin solid line),

ReT = �3542ln�eq �3739.6 (thick solid line),
Reh = 13/�eq (- - -), Reh = 26/�eq (.-.-.-),
Reh = 48/�eq (. . . . ). Different markers

represent experimental batches with various
yield stresses.

It is evident that the restriction of the pipe,
due to the residual layers on the wall, and the
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rugosity of the wall layer itself, may both af-
fect the flow of displacing fluid. To investi-
gate this we have used the variations in wall
layer thickness to define a representative rough-
ness of the wall layer, finding that it is typi-
cally outside the range of roughness considered
in standard hydraulics closures. However, re-
cent work10 targets specifically pipe flows with
“large roughness”. Using these expressions10

and developing a Reynolds number Reh based
on the hydraulic diameter and effective rough-
ness of the displacing fluid flow cross-section,
we are able to approximately classify the flow;
see Fig. 5. The majority of the experiments
are in laminar and transitional regimes (as the
flow rate is increased and/or due to flow restric-
tion/roughness), but few are classified as turbu-
lent. More recently13 the range was extended
into the turbulent regime.

DENSITY-UNSTABLE DISPLACEMENTS
Density-unstable displacements (see Fig. 1)
have been studied9, 11, 13, 14 extensively. Two
main categories of displacement have been
identified: central and slump types. The central
type displacements tend to propagate as a fin-
ger along the centre of the pipe leaving behind
residual wall layers, whereas the slump type
displacements tend to propagate along one side
of the pipe. In inclined pipes the heavier fluids
tend to follow the lower wall. As the flow rate
is increased sufficiently, both flow types transi-
tion to a mixed/turbulent regime.

Figure 6 shows a compilation of the exist-
ing data,9, 11, 13, 14 classified by regime and plot-
ted in the (Fr,Re/Fr)-plane. The transition
between central and slump-type displacements
occurs in the range Re/Fr = 600 � 800. It is
noted that

Re
Fr

=
�̂H([�̂H � �̂L]ĝD̂3)1/2

[�̂H + �̂L]1/2µ̂
,

representing a buoyancy-viscosity balance, but
curiously independent of V̂0 and � . In Fig. 6
the datasets correspond to experimental fluid
pairs with fixed At and similar viscosities, so
that Re/Fr ⇡ constant in each experimental se-
quence. Although Fr is plotted on the horizon-

tal axis, it equivalent to increasing Re in these
sequences. The transition to mixed/turbulent
appears to be an inertial turbulent transition,
perhaps aided by buoyancy (as it occurs earlier
at higher Re/Fr).
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Figure 6. Density-unstable flows from Jeon
(2016):13 mixed/turbulent (2) central (�);

slump ( ), transitional (�). Experiments from
Alba et al. (2013):11 turbulent/mixed ( );

slump (�); central ( ).

Figure 7. Images of vertical displacement
flows13 at Re/Fr = 1100. Times on right side
of the images indicate the time after gate valve

opening. Images are sequenced in order of
increasing Fr.

Figure 7 shows images from different ex-
periments in a vertical pipe,13 performed at
Re/Fr = 1100. We observe a range of symmet-
ric and asymmetric regimes. Thus, although
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the slump-central classification seems remark-
ably independent of � , with no pipe inclina-
tion the classification fails. This suggests that
the primary role of the unstable density differ-
ence is to allow different propagation modes to
emerge than the axisymmetric, with � having a
diminishing secondary role in flow selection as
� � 0.

The central regimes are qualitatively sim-
ilar to the isodense displacement described in
the previous section: the wall layers are uneven
to varying degrees and are static, the displacing
fluids are Newtonian and generally in laminar
flow; see Fig. 8a for an example velocity pro-
file.

The range of flows encountered in the
slump regime is very broad. A general trend
is for a fast moving front to penetrate along
one wall. Periodically this fast moving front
may tend to rupture through the thick dis-
placed fluid layer above, before again prop-
agating further along the lower side. These
have been termed ripped displacements. In
cases where this process breaks the layer of dis-
placed fluid, we sometimes observe a backflow
of the lighter displaced fluid, propagating up-
wards against the flow. The upper layer of dis-
placed fluid may either be static or mobile, gen-
erally with a plug-like axial velocity. The dis-
placing fluid in the lower layer is accelerated by
the constricted cross-section, which may result
in high laminar-transitional-low turbulent ve-
locities. Examples of velocity profiles illustrat-
ing these possibilities in both layers are shown
in Fig. 8b & c. At high flow rates, fully mixed
flows results as illustrated in Fig. 8d, with ve-
locity profiles that appear weakly turbulent.

The dynamics of the displacing fluid layer
have been analyzed further14 in two directions.
Firstly, we have analyzed the roughness of the
displacing layer boundary and computed cor-
responding hydraulic Reynolds numbers, from
which we are able to classify10 the different
flow regimes; see Fig. 9. Broadly similar re-
sults are found by Jeon,13 with some flows ex-
tending into larger interfacial roughness values.

Secondly, the friction factor approxima-
tions developed have been used to estimate the
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Figure 9. Dynamics of the displacing fluid
layer classified10 in terms of laminar,

transitional and fully rough (turbulent) in the
plane of Reh and �̂/D̂h. Different markers
represent � = 0� (�), 15� (�), 30� (�), 45�

(�), 60� (�), 75� (�) and 85� (�). Solid and
hollow symbols refer to center-type
(At = 0.0035) and slump-type flows

(At = 0.016) respectively.

wall shear stress in these flows, (scaled with
the yield stress); see Fig. 10. This reveals that
the wall shear stresses generated during cen-
tral type displacements are far below the yield
stress of the fluid (confirming that the wall lay-
ers remain static). For slump type flows the
accelerated displacement layer does generate
wall shear stresses that are comparable with the
displaced fluid yield stress. Note that in addi-
tion extensional stresses will result near the tip,
from the mobile downstream flow. This weak-
ening of the gel is likely to be the mechanism
that allows rupturing of the in situ fluid.

DENSITY-STABLE DISPLACEMENTS
Density-stable displacements are less relevant
to primary cementing downwards displacement
flows and accordingly the range of flows stud-
ied is reduced, limited only to vertical pipes.13

The effect of having a density-stable displace-
ment is to increase the wall shear in the dis-
placed fluid,13 as can be easily demonstrated
in simple axisymmetric multi-layer models and
can be estimated from calculated friction fac-
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Figure 8. Example Ultrasonic Doppler Velocimetry (UDV) profiles and snapshots for different
fluid pairings:14 a) � = 83�, At = 0.0035, V̂0 = 71 mm/s; b) � = 85�, At = 0.016, V̂0 = 30 mm/s;

c) � = 60�, At = 0.016, V̂0 = 89.58 mm/s; d) � = 0�, At = 0.016, V̂0 = 97.66 mm/s.
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Figure 10. Dimensionless wall shear stress, �w, calculated14 for center-type flows (left) and
slump-type flows (right). The solid and dashed lines indicate �w = ±BN .
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tors, accounting for the residual wall layers and
roughness. Thus in general, static residual wall
layers are reduced and displacements are more
efficient.

Visually, we see different types of dis-
placement flow. These are largely central
flows. Firstly, we have some flows that have
a flat/blunt finger-like profile and leave behind
static wall layers. Secondly, we have some
flows in which the displacing fluid disperses
ahead into the displaced fluid, moving cen-
trally; see Fig. 11. Thirdly, we have flows that
show some form of viscous fingering, which
may co-exist with a second slower front. In
the viscous fingering, an initial finger propa-
gated ahead through the displaced fluid, either
at the pipe centre or at the wall (and some-
times switching position downstream). The fin-
ger invariably destabilizes, often leading to he-
lical patterns; see Fig. 12. Finally, at higher
flow rates the dispersive flows become progres-
sively unsteady, often leading to increasingly
effective transverse mixing: a diffusive turbu-
lent/mixing regime results; see Fig. 13. From
the perspective of the wall layers, we have ei-
ther efficient displacement, or stationary layers
or layers that are effectively eroded via local
mixing at higher flow rates.

10.90.80.70.60.50.40.30.20.10

a)

b)

c)

Figure 11. Flat central flow with �̂y = 6.51 Pa,
At = -0.0035: (a) V̂0 = 11.7 mm/s, t̂ = 97s after
the opening the gate valve. (b) V̂0 = 19 mm/s, t̂
= 106s after the opening the gate valve. (c) V̂0
= 102 mm/s, t̂ = 18.25s after the opening the

gate valve.

CONCLUSIONS
We have given an overview of recent studies on
displacement flow of a viscoplastic fluid by a
Newtonian fluid along a pipe, covering broad

10.90.80.70.60.50.40.30.20.10

Figure 12. Viscous fingering in the
density-stable displacement flow with �̂y =

20.165 Pa, At = -0.016, V̂0 = 11.5 mm/s. The
side view image of the displacement at t̂ = 92,
95 ... 119, 122 s after opening the gate valve.

The images are taken 2315 mm below the gate
valve. The size of the images are 19 ⇥ 675

mm2.

variations in fluids properties, inclination an-
gles and imposed flow rates. The flows have
been categorized into three major configura-
tions namely iso-dense, density-unstable and
density-stable. Depending on the governing pa-
rameters, a wide range of flows appear, namely:
central, slump, ripped, mixed, finger-type etc.,
all exhibiting varying ranges of flow instability
and residual layer thickness/variation.
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